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Recommendation Formats for Advertisers

Native Recommendation Ads
Your ad at the right time in the right place

Create high-reach campaigns with great performance by placing your text-image ads in an appropriate editorial environment  
with plista’s Native Recommendation Ads. Based on users’ reading and clicking behavior, these ads appear in conjunction with  
editorial article recommendations and do not disturb the natural flow of reading. 

Benefits for your campaign

++  Measurable target achievement Reduced scatter loss and higher conversion rate thanks to goal-optimized targeting and  
tracking solutions
++ High user acceptance Placement between article recommendations increases 
++ Positive brand perception Voluntary ad consumption thanks to seamless integration into natural flow of reading
++ Premium reach plista’s recommendation platform comprises thousands of premium publishers
++ High visibility on mobile devices Adequate readability and clear differentiation from banner advertising
++ User-individual delivery Ad delivery dependent on users’ specific reading and clicking behaviour

Use it … 
+� to generate leads and high-quality traffic 
+� to boost sales
+� to supplement your TV and print campaigns

Audience targeting  
based on over 40 algorithms 
(behavioral, semantic and 
geo-targeting, etc.)

Precise tracking   
e.g. conversion tracking,  
view tracking

Success-based pricing  
on a CPC basis

All-inclusive service   
e.g. ad optimization,  
campaign management, 
reports, etc.

Desktop 
+

Mobile

Placed between article
recommendations

AD
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The best way to spread your content: plista’s Native Content Distribution places your branded content (e.g. advertorials, blog 
articles, earned media, etc.) between editorial recommendations on thousands of premium websites. Due to high relevance of 
recommendations, delivered by plista‘s Recommendation Technology, users are more engaged with content.

Recommendation Formats for Advertisers

Native Content Distribution
Increase the reach of your branded content

Desktop 
+

Mobile

Use it … 
�� to sustainably increase brand awareness and loyalty
�� to address new target groups
�� to multiply the effect of earned media content
�� to generate high-quality traffic for owned, earned and paid media
�� to support crisis communication
�� to increase the reach of advertorials 

Import and update  
of content via RSS feed

Precise tracking  
e.g. conversion tracking, 
view tracking

Audience targeting  
based on over 40 
algorithms (behavioral, 
semantic and geo-
targeting, etc.)

All-inclusive service  
e.g. ad optimization, 
campaign manage-
ment, reports, etc.

Success-based pricing  
on a CPC basis

Desktop 
+

Mobile

SPONSORED

Benefits for your campaign

�+ Sustainable branding effect Increased page view rates, longer visit duration, lower bounce rates
�+  High user acceptance Decent ad format with high relevance: users consciously choose to read your content
�+ Alternative to SEM Intelligent distribution among users who have already read similar content
�+ No setup costs Automated creation of content teaser from target URL or import via RSS feed
�+ Premium reach plista’s recommendation platform comprises thousands of premium publishers
�+ High visibility on mobile devices Content teaser with good readability between editorial article recommendations

Placed between article
recommendations
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plista’s Native Video Ads deliver your video in a user-initiated, expandable format – readers pro-actively engage with your content. 
Videos are placed amidst editorial recommendations and only expand to start playing by mouseover (desktop) or touching the ad 
(mobile). Furthermore, there is the opportunity of combining the video with an interactive element (action box) inviting the user 
to take action. 

Recommendation Formats for Advertisers

Native Video Ads
Videos your target audience wants to see

Optional action box  
for performance goals
(available only for  
desktop & tablet)

Precise tracking   
e.g. conversion tracking,  
view tracking

Audience targeting  
based on over 40 
algorithms (behavioral, 
semantic and geo-
targeting, etc.)

Success-based pricing  
on a CPC or CPE basis

All-inclusive service   
e.g. ad optimization,  
campaign management, 
reports, etc.

Use it … 
�� for product launches and relaunches
�� for time-limited campaigns
�� to create simultaneous branding and performance campaigns
�� to supplement your cross-media campaigns
�� as a user-friendly alternative to pre-roll ads 

Benefits for your campaign

�+ Better return on investment (ROI) Improved results by combining branding (video) and performance (action box)
�+ Active sales promotion Drive app downloads, product purchases or lead generation with the action box
�+ Positive brand perception Voluntary ad consumption due to the user-initiated format (no scattering losses)
�+ Premium reach plista’s recommendation platform comprises thousands of premium publishers 
�+ Optimized for mobile devices Expandable format works great on smartphones and tablets
�+ High user acceptance Native placement in users’ flow of reading coupled with user-centric delivery 

Desktop 
+

Mobile

HTML5 ready

Placed between 
article recommen-
dations

Desktop 
+

Mobile

HTML5 ready

AD
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plista’s Native In-Feed Ads are placed between editorial reading recommendations on feed-based websites. They fit  
perfectly into the surrounding feed teasers, not disrupting the natural flow of reading. This guarantees maximum attention:
native placement reduces banner blindness! Instead, users actively choose to engage with your content or ads.

In-Feed Formats for Advertisers

Native In-Feed Ads
Get your content and ads the attention they deserve by placing them 
in publishers‘ article feeds

Desktop 
+

Mobile

Use it … 
�� to distribute ads and content (e.g. advertorials, corporate blogs, product reviews etc.)
�� to increase brand awareness and boost sales
�� to generate high-quality leads and traffic
�� to supplement your TV and print campaigns
�� to increase app downloads and use

Benefits for your campaign

�+ Attracts attention Focussed, conscious reading thanks to native placement within feed
�+ Positive brand perception This user-friendly format does not disrupt the flow of reading and gains high user acceptance
�+ Cross device solution Responsive design for desktop PCs, tablets and smartphones
�+ Tailored to user interests Ad delivery is based on users’ individual reading and clicking behaviour
�+ Premium reach plista’s recommendation platform comprises thousands of premium publishers and their audiences
�+ High credibility Recommendation of your content by trusted publishers

Audience targeting  
based on over 40 algorithms 
(behavioral, semantic and 
geo-targeting, etc.)

Precise tracking   
conversion pixel, hash  
identifier or external  
monitoring tools

Success-based pricing  
on a CPC basis

All-inclusive service   
incl. ad optimization,  
campaign management, 
reports, etc.

Native
placement in
article feed
of websites

AD
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plista’s Outstream Ads help you place videos right within users’ natural flow of reading for maximum attention. As a user-initiated 
format, videos expand between the paragraphs of an article only when users scroll down. Playing begins when the video is  
100% visible, and pauses when visibility is less than 50%. Sound is played only on mouseover. 

Benefits for your campaign

++ Maximum attention High visibility rates thanks to placement in users’ natural flow of reading
++ Great user engagement Users want to hear your message – playback only starts upon user initiation 
++  Positive brand perception User-friendly format that does not disturb readers (sound-on upon mouseover, no disruption 
of the natural flow of reading)
++ Cross Device Solution Responsive design for mobile devices 
++ High user relevance Precise, user-centric ad delivery due to plista’s proprietary Recommendation Technology
++ Premium reach plista’s recommendation platform comprises thousands of premium publishers 

Use it … 
+� to create strong brand awareness campaigns
+� for product launches and relaunches
+� for time-limited campaigns
+� to supplement your cross-media campaigns
+� as a user-friendly alternative to online and mobile pre-roll ads.

In-Feed Format for Advertisers

Native Outstream Ads
An innovative video format with maximum branding impact

Audience targeting  
based on over 40 algorithms 
(behavioral, semantic and 
geo-targeting, etc.)

Precise tracking   
e.g. conversion tracking,
view tracking

Success-based pricing  
on CPV or CPE basis; other 
pricing options on request

All-inclusive service  
e.g. ad optimization,
campaign management,
reports, etc.

Placed between
the paragraphs of
articles

Desktop 
+

Mobile

HTML5 ready
1. 
0% Visibility:
The ad is not visible

2. 
100% Visibility:
The ad expands/
The video starts

3. 
Visibility <50%
The video pauses

4. 
After 100% view time:
The ad retracts

AD

AD
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Put your ad in the spotlight with plista’s High Impact Ads. Their unconventional design immediately attracts attention without  
disturbing the natural flow of reading. The animated graphics appear from bottom to top (Rise Ads) or extend from right to left at the 
bottom of the screen (Fly Ads). If you like, you can also feature a video to be activated on mouseover (Video Fly Ad, Video Rise Ad). 

High Impact Formats for Advertisers

High Impact Ads (Fly Ads/Rise Ads)
Branding format for your brand message

Benefits for your campaign

Use it … 
�� for brand awareness campaigns
�� for product launches and relaunches
�� for high-attention and time-limited campaigns
�� to supplement your cross-media campaigns
�� as a great alternative to floor, banderole, interstitial or layer ads 

Precise tracking  
e.g. conversion tracking, 
view tracking

Pricing  
on a CPM basis

All-inclusive service  
e.g. ad optimization, 
campaign management,
reports, etc.

Desktop 
+

Mobile

HTML5 ready

Appear on the
lower edge
of the screenAD

�+ High recognition Bring creative designs to life in this innovative moving image format for a truly striking ad experience
�+ High user engagement Due to the interactive component, users engage more intensively with your message 
�+ Maximum information density The combination of an interactive banner and video makes your ads particularly effective 
�+ Positive brand perception A user-friendly format that makes users want to check out your ad
�+ Premium reach plista’s recommendation platform comprises thousands of premium publishers
�+ Perfect visibility on mobile devices Looks great even on small screens 

Audience targeting  
based on over 40 algorithms 
(behavioral, semantic and 
geo-targeting, etc.)
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Accurate targeting of your audience 
based on over 40 algorithms
(behavioral, semantic, geo targeting, etc.)

Comprehensive service  
including design and creation of  
advertising material, campaign  
management, reports, etc.

Calculation  
of served impressions

Operating principle
1. Initial phase:
Starts only after the user has been on the site for three seconds.

2. Interaction phase:
When the user clicks on the ad, it expands to full screen and offers
a large interactive area. Up to two features can be integrated within
MSMAs and used as microsites (max. two subpages).

Mobile Smart Media Ads are the intelligent alternative to conventional mobile ads. This attention-grabbing format is split into two  
phases: first a creative initial banner sparks the user’s interest, without seeming intrusive, and only when the user interacts with the ad, 
it expands fully – offering a variety of interactive features combined with individual design. MSMAs thereby generate a high level of user 
engagement and sustainable advertising contact with your advertising message. This allows us to fully leverage the functions of mobile 
devices and create a unique brand experience perfectly tailored to your campaign goals.

Smart Media Formats for Advertisers

Mobile Smart Media Ads
Leverage the full potential of mobile advertising 1/2

User engagement

Example: Locator FeatureExample: Swipe Gallery Feature

1. Initial phase 

2. Interactive phase

https://www.plista.com/
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Smart Media Formats for Advertisers

Mobile Smart Media Ads

Features
MSMAs are not a standard advertising format, but an individual one that plista develops in cooperation with you, including that dozens 
of features that can be flexibly combined and perfectly tailored to your campaign goals. These include:

2/2

Benefits for your campaign

++ Interactive user experience Dozens of interactive features enable especially strong user involvement
++ Attention-grabbing High level of brand awareness through creative freedom and individual design
++ Maximum user engagement Creative initial banners ensure user interaction, which leads to the second phase
++ Content-heavy Small formats which can hold a large amount of information thanks to smart functions like swiping or expanding 
++  Long-term branding effects Custom-made design and a high level of emotional engagement ensure positive brand reception  
and recognition
++  Better alternatives to full-screen interstitials Our user-initiated interaction with the ad means the user is not disturbed
++  Large mobile reach plista recommendation platform with 25 million unique users via smartphone and 10 million unique 
users via tablet*
++  Comprehensive tracking options Option of defined individual measurement points within the ad (engagement rate, 
viewing time etc.)

* Mobile reaches in Germany

Basic Features 
++ Video

++ 360° view

++ Store locator

++ Puzzle

++ Wipable

++ Painty

++ Gyro

++ Basket 

You can find examples of the different features here.

Galleries
++ Swipey

++ Stack

++ LightTable 

Social Media
++ Share on Facebook

++ Canned tweet

++ Twitter feed

++ Instagram post 

Tracking

Basic Features 
++ Multiple click out options

++ Option of tracking every user interaction

++ Ad verification tracking

++ Option of storing third party pixels for all metrics
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